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To. .; Permanent Representatives 

Prom" Secretary General 

Memorandm by the Greek Ministry of Defence - 
Reference C-VR(65)52, pnge 37 

1~tto.ched is a mernoraduii by the Greek Ministry of 
Defence containing infornation on dlbqnia, Bulgaria 
Yugoslavia, -to which the Greek ~inister of Defence, 
~ r .  Costopoulos, referred in the course of his st~~ernent on 
15th December, 1965, 2nd which the Greek Delegation h2s 
requested me to have circulzted to cll delegations nnd to 
the NATO Military Authorities. 

(signed) Manlio BROSIO 



NATO SECRET 
P0/65/636 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE - GREECE 
1. The Greek iiuthorities consider th~~t, despite its 

break with the Soviet Union, Rlb-ni2 will side with the 
Comunist bloc in the event of a conflict, since there czn 
be no doubt that it subscribes tc the bloc's ideology. It 
should be renenbered that Albania is still an ex officio 
member of the Warsaw Pact and COMXCON, the Emtern countries' 
Comon Market, and that even if it does not pzrticipzte in 
the Pact's manoeuvres and COMECON meetings, it has never 
abandoned the Comunist camp. Albania's political position 
hcs been further reinforced by the fcct th2t, after Soviet- 
Albanian relations were broken off, Moscow strove to keep in 
touch with Tirana through a number of sztellite countries, 
under cover of various commercizl transactions. 

Greece therefore believes that Albania is still 
ill-disposed to NATO, and that the threat represented by this 
country should be kept under continuing review. 

2. As regards the political position of Yugoslavia, 
the Greek ~uthorities consider that the inprovement of 
Yugoslav relations with the Eastern bloc countries wzs 
prompted by Moscow, in an effort to retain its hold on the 
Soviet satellites so 2s to neet the chdlenge of Co~~mmist 
China. This rapprochement was, moreover, achieved by neans 
of bilaterzl agreements. 

Moscowts efforts to attract Yugoslavia into its 
sphere of influence, 2nd to develop relztions with the 
satellite countries while glossing over its ideological 
differences with them, precisely at 2 time when extensive 
economic reforms are being introduced in the Soviet Union, 
suggest that Yugoslavia is by no neans willing to give up 
its independence, and that there is no need to modify the 
Greek appraisal of Yugoslav policy. This zppraisnl is as 
follows; !'Greece believes that in the event of a conflict, 
Yugoslavia will attempt to remain neutrzl, Should its 
territory be violated, Yugoslavia will defend its independence 
and territorial integrity'!. Greece theref ore considers 'chat 
Yugoslavia should not be included in the Stcnding Group's 
appraisals since, in the Greek Governnentts opinion, it might 
be a mistake to classify this country now among the Soviet 
bloc nations. 

3. The Greek Military Authorities estimate that, altogether, 
eleven Bulgarian divisions could p~rticipate in a surprise attack 
against Greece without any preparatory measures, and that, 
depending on the scale of operations, this force could subsequently 
be provided with Soviet aid and logistical support. The Bulgarian 
divisions' capability derives from the fact th2t they zre at 
75-80% of full strength, are deployed near the Greek-Bulgarian 
frontier, undergo intensive training, are extremely mobile and 
have 3 high strike capability and can use manoeuvres as a pretext 
for moving up to the Greek frontier. 
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